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Perfect Contracting is an industry-leading unrestricted demolition contractor, working with commercial, industrial and government clients on short and long term projects across NSW.





Some of the services we offer are detailed demolition and structural demolition, civil excavation, civil construction, asbestos and hazardous waste removal, waste management & recycling, soil remediation and wet hire of our entire fleet.

Part of a group of companies that include Perfect Labour Hire, Perfect Concrete Care and Perfect Remediation & Refurbishment, our clients benefit from the combined experience and integrated capabilities of four divisions that cover construction, demolition, hazmat removal, skilled labour hire, specialised concrete cutting services and remediation & refurbishment services.
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Demolition

Perfect Contracting provides comprehensive detailed demolition services all over Sydney and greater NSW.












                        


                    


Civil

Perfect Contracting provides extensive civil excavation and construction services across all major industry sectors.












                        
                    


Hazmat

Perfect Contracting is licenced for removal, safe transport and disposal of Friable & Non-Friable asbestos.












                        
                    


Soil Remediation

Perfect Contracting provides contaminated soil remediation services across Sydney and greater NSW.












                        
                    


Recycling

Perfect Contracting provides integrated waste management solutions for every single project.












                    


                    




Wet Hire

Perfect Contracting offers our entire fleet of specialised machinery for wet hire in Sydney.









            
        












Experience















Perfect Operations combines three decades of civil and demolition expertise into a formidable team ready to deliver your package. Combine that with a strict recruitment process that ensures only the best can wear the Perfect orange and black, we feel confident that your project will be handed over on time, to spec and within budget.




Regardless of the scope, scale or stipulations – Perfect Contracting’s major strength lies in fast, safe and efficient machine operation. With roots deep in the demolition industry, we can hand over your project on time and within budget regardless if its green fields works or complex structural demolition. From permits to service disconnection and waste disposal, Perfect’s project management team offers the personalised touch that ensures your demolition project is delivered to spec.


















People




The key to Perfect’s continual success is down to one key factor, Our People.




Our crews are the ones out there doing the hard graft every single day, ensuring your project gets delivered on time, every time. Because that’s what we do. We get it done.




From management and operations to engineering and estimating to supervisors and ground workers – Perfect Contracting hires only the best. Continual improvement processes ensure regular training, new tickets and upskilling.




































Approach



















SAFETY







Safety is at the forefront of our operations across Australia, demonstrated by our Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems being certified to AS/NZS 4801:2001, our exemplary safety record and comprehensive internal structures and processes. We encourage open communication with the aim of creating greater awareness to help reduce injuries and improve our safety performance. We recognise that the involvement of managers in the safety management process is critical, particularly at the site manager and supervisor level.

















STRONG TEAM







We understand the risks and challenges that project managers face every day, which is why we are committed to providing a responsible and flexible workforce equipped to deliver quality outcomes on commercially sensitive projects. Our employees are honest and punctual, carefully selected to represent the Perfect Contracting culture. We’re a tight-knit team and believe a respectful and supportive onsite environment is critical to cooperation, problem solving and time management.

















TECHNICAL EXPERTISE







Since the company was established in 2010, we have grown quickly, delivering on significant flagship projects including Town Hall Train Station, Circular Quay Train Station and Sydney International Airport. Backed by a team of skilled estimators, project managers, site managers and tradesmen, our team are reliable, highly qualified professionals who work hard to deliver truly exceptional service and quality projects for our clients.
































Fleet




Perfect operates its own fleet of heavy-duty state-of-the-art machinery ranging from nimble 0.8t excavators to large positracks to 35t excavators. Additionally we operate an armada of hook trucks and skips, tippers, EWP’s, forklifts, Brokks, lifts, scaffolding and almost every tool known to man.




With our continued investment in emerging technologies, safety and innovation, Perfect’s service scope ranges from the simple & straightforward to the thoroughly technical to the downright demanding.
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                Company

                
                    Perfect Contracting is a leader in providing reliable and efficient demolition, waste & rubbish removal and excavation services to clients across Sydney Metro Area and New South Wales.

                    	Company Profile (PDF)
	Terms & Conditions


                

            

            
                Contact Details

                

                    Sydney Head Office

                        4/8 Lilian Fowler Place

                        Marrickville NSW 2204

						
                                 (02) 8021 1784
                            
	
                                 1300 737 332
                            


				    Regional Office

                       3 Southern Cross Drive

                       Ballina NSW 2478

                    	
                                 (02) 6610 9606
                            



                    	Mon-Fri: 8am-5pm
	Sat-Sun: Closed
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                            Let us assist you to find the demolition services you need. Please contact us using the information below or fill out the callback form.
                        

                        (02) 8021 1784

                        info@perfectcontracting.com.au
                    

                    
                        
                            Let us call you back
                        

                        
                            We'll call you back as soon as possible, usually within 10 min.
                        

                        


 













If you're seeking a job, please visit our Careers section.


Your name



Phone number



Company Email
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